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�oreword
By Larry Selman
I have known Art Elder for many years, as a collector, as a client, and 
as a friend. Since back in the early days when Art was beginning to 
assemble his exemplary paperweight collection, I have had the privi-
lege of watching his progress as a collector, as a burgeoning expert in 
the field of antique fine glass paperweights, and finally as an educa-
tor and mentor to other current and future collectors. Although his 
paperweight collection was not Art’s first collection, it is probably 
his most cherished — certainly the one that has garnered most of his 
time and attention.

Over the years, Art and I have joked about the mythical “collecting 
gene” which most collectors appear to be driven by — a term which 
implies that we are hopelessly pre-programmed to pursue the objects 
of our personal passion, for reasons transcending personal account-
ability or responsibility. In spite of affirmative smiles that appear 
among our peers when “The Gene” is mentioned (most collectors 
have a penchant for more than one collectible), not all collectors are 
driven by some primeval remnant of our hunter-gatherer ancestors’ 
needs for survival. Modern collectors like Art have honed the time-
honored tradition of collecting to an art form–not accidentally, but 
through carefully adhering to the principals Art outlines in this guide. 

The Art of Collecting is a book that collectors of all genres have been 
waiting for. The principles and skills that Art has learned and applied 
to his collections are inherently transferable to all collecting fields, 
whether they be impressionist paintings, rare coins, or baseball caps. 
Through acquisition of knowledge, discipline, and by rigorously ad-
hering to these principles over the years, Art has built one of the fin-
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est private paperweight collections in the world today. He has earned 
the respect of his fellow collectors and is now regarded as an expert 
from whom many now seek advice in building their own collections.

From the beginning, Art has been eager to share his knowledge with 
others. Art and his wife have been avid attendees at just about every 
major paperweight gathering in this country. Back in the days be-
fore digital slide shows or YouTube, Art compiled an old-fashioned 
slide show, complete with lecture notes, to assist other paperweight 
collectors in sharing their love of the art with their friends and col-
leagues. The slide show was loaned freely to collectors who asked 
to use it, and was instrumental in sharing information about glass 
paperweights as an art form. Later, when Art approached my com-
pany, Paperweight Press, to publish his book about his passion for 
paperweights (A Passionate Affair), we agreed that all proceeds after 
printing costs would be donated to a paperweight scholarship fund 
operated by the International Paperweight Society Foundation. Art 
has recently expanded his enthusiasm for art by volunteering at a lo-
cal art museum, explaining 18th century paintings to fourth-graders 
— a task he takes very seriously. He knows that he is likely having 
an unforgettable impact upon some child’s life — a child who may 
one day pursue collecting the same kind of painting he or she learned 
about under Art’s tutelage.

In the early days of my career as a paperweight dealer, Art’s wife Joyce, 
who accompanies him to all the auctions and collectors’ meetings, 
deferred to her husband all decisions about their purchases. “The pa-
perweights are Art’s collection,” she would say. Later, as she became 
more knowledgeable herself, I would notice Joyce looking over the 
pieces displayed in our booth on her own, still leaving the decisions 
to Art and his obvious expertise. Recently, however, Joyce has been 
selecting pieces for the collection on her own. “This one is mine,” she 
smiles, as she holds it out to be wrapped up. Maybe she has caught the 
“Collecting Gene,” or a dormant strand of genetic thread has come 
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to life under the influence of Art’s enthusiasm. But most likely, that 
she, too, is employing the principles of the Art of Collecting, thereby 
making their collective collection even finer.

Whether your interests lie in fine glass paperweights, antique clocks, 
music manuscripts, or comic books (or all of the above), your collec-
tion will be finer, your knowledge base broader, and your experience 
as a collector more fulfilling if you follow the principles Art has out-
lined on the following pages.

Larry Selman, Founder
L. H. Selman Ltd. and Paperweight Press
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�reface

The Art of Collecting
Have you ever visited a collector’s home and marveled at the disci-
pline and order of their collection? Everything seems right, from the 
thematic way it was exhibited with perfect lighting, to the variety of 
excellent and rare examples, the pristine condition of the items, and 
the lack of clutter. We walk away thinking, “Wow, these guys really 
have a fine collection!” As we think more about it, we may realize 
that many of the individual pieces in their collection are not really 
any more outstanding or different from others we have seen, and 
wonder what is it that makes their collection seem to be so attractive 
— so cohesive — so focused —so special — and so complete. We ask, 
“What do they know that the rest of us don’t?” Could it be that they 
simply go about their collecting a little differently or possibly use a 
methodical and focused approach to collecting?

Recently, my good friend, Paul Stankard (a world recognized glass 
artist), published his review of my book about paperweight collect-
ing (Elder, Art, “A Passionate Affair”, Paperweight Press, Santa Cruz 
CA. 2005). The book describes the attraction of the paperweight 
art-form, and my 30 year journey down the collecting Yellow Brick 
Road. Paul concluded his review by thanking me for giving the reader 
an “insight into the secret art of paperweight collecting”. That sur-
prised me! Did Paul just elevate collecting to an art? Wow! I had 
never before thought about collecting being considered an art-form. 

You may be wondering why Paul used the term “secret art”. He meant 
that paperweight collecting was the secret. Paperweight collectors 
sometimes humorously refer to paperweight collecting as being “the 
world’s best kept secret” — only because fine paperweights are so rare. 
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Nevertheless, his choice of words caused me to think more about 
“the art of collecting” in general. The more I thought about it, the 
more interesting and valid the term seemed to be. If we go to a dic-
tionary for help, we find there are many diverse definitions of what is 
art, or an art.

We learn that the noun “art” is very subjective, it has many meanings, 
and may include many forms, one of which is, “a system of principles 
and methods employed in the performance of a set of activities.” We 
also learn that traditionally, the term art may also be used to refer to 
any activity that applies the mastery of specific skills. Another defini-
tion is “a skill requiring the exercise of intuitive faculties that cannot 
be learned solely by study.” Bingo! It’s that simple.

This is exactly what Paul meant by his phrase the art of collecting. If 
we are principled, systematic and methodical in our collecting, or if 
we have mastered the intuitive skills, then our method of collecting 
can indeed be considered an art — just as an accomplished and a 
creative chef is said to understand the art of cooking — or a skilled 
magician may have mastered the art of deception. 

That caused me to consider more about how we perceive collecting 
and the way people go about it. I wondered if perhaps the cohesive col-
lection we admired at the beginning of this Preface may have resulted 
from the collector’s creativity, dedication, discipline, focus, organiza-
tion, passion, perseverance and planning — or simply an understand-
ing of the art of collecting. That caused me to outline the steps that 
comprise the principles of the art of collecting. Perhaps this might 
help collectors to sharpen their habits and improve their collecting 
skills. But first, I wanted to find what had been published before.

A search of previous publications about collecting showed one book 
with the title of “The Art of Collecting”, by Ralph Joseph Cassell, 
published in 1916 by Ronald Press Co., New York. Upon more  
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research, however, this book turned out to be about collecting unpaid 
and overdue accounts from businesses and individuals — a strikeout. 

Several interesting books have been published on the history of col-
lecting and collectors. Others were published on the psychology of 
collecting, but none were found as a guide to collecting, 

Further searches showed many titles that included “the art of ”, but 
most were specialized, including nearly every subject under the sun, 
from The Art of Raising Puppies, to The Art of Chinese Knots, to 
The Art of War! Some were about collecting, but again these were 
all very specialized — such as The Art of Collecting British Toy Sol-
diers, or The Art of Collecting Russian Icons. We found no “The Art 
of ” or “How to” titles about collecting in general.

That void presented the challenge to provide a guide to collecting 
that would apply to all collections — regardless of the specialty — by 
listing the methodical steps and organized principles of the art of 
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collecting that collectors of any subject could use as a guide. Many of 
these are intuitive to experienced collectors, and are common to any-
one accustomed to developing a business or research plan. But even 
though they are so common and intuitive, we sometimes forget — 
just as we sometimes forget to stop to smell the roses!

Applying the principles will help to hone our collective collecting 
skills and to re-focus on an organized and well thought-out plan to 
help us reach our collecting goals. Novice collectors will benefit by 
using these principles as a guide to help them get started with good 
habits. Very experienced collectors may find that the principles re-
enforce the importance of sound collecting skills and making better 
— methodical — choices in their collecting habits.

The methodical collecting techniques should enhance all collections, 
regardless of whether you collect 17th century hand-carved wooden 
marionettes, Colonial American silver, 18th century British watches, 
1930s bakelite jewelry, or Marie Osmond dolls. 

We will learn that when we manage our collecting skills more deliber-
ately, with a plan, discipline, focus, and perseverance, and still main-
tain a collector’s creativity and passion, then we are practicing the art 
of collecting. Does this mean that your collecting will no longer be 
spontaneous or fun? Not at all — if anything the “thrill of the hunt” 
is intensified when you finally find that final item to complete a set. 
The spontaneity is much the same when you stumble unexpectedly 
onto an item you have long admired and wanted, but thought you 
would never find. You will also take pride in the recognition by your 
peers for your creativity, your organization, and your collecting skills. 

The art of collecting requires more than simply buying a random cute 
item that appealed to you, and placing it in a crowded curio case with 
lots of other random cute objects! 

Now that we understand that collecting can be an art, let’s investigate 
more about collecting, and why we collect. �
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�ha�ter �ne

Why We Collect
It’s been said that as the human form developed, there were first 
hunters, then gatherers, who were followed by collectors. We all 
know what collecting is, after all, collecting is something that nearly 
everyone does to some degree or another — it is as natural as breath-
ing. So let’s face it, nearly everyone collects something — it’s simply 
a natural human trait. 

Or is there a hidden collecting gene that the researchers have not yet 
discovered? Maybe it is just the basic survivalist instinct to save for 

the hard times in the future. Perhaps it is merely the feeling of discov-
ery or the thrill of the hunt! Some think collecting can be considered 
an addiction. Psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud once said that his col-
lecting was an addiction, rivaled only by his craving for nicotine. 
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Many collectors describe their collecting as a passion, but one collec-
tor said his collecting was worse than a passion — it was a vice! 

An avid collector wrote most eloquently about how collecting can 
develop into a passion. Kim A. Herzinger, a Professor of English at 
The University of Southern Mississippi and an award-winning au-
thor, wrote in an essay, “Collecting, like most passions, has the capac-
ity to let (the collector) live in another world for awhile.” He adds 
that the collector may become engaged in a kind of worship. “The 
collector is experiencing the kind of sensory transcendence that we 
most closely associate with religion or love. And, like religion or love, 
the collection is a kind of security against uncertainty and loss.”

Psychoanalysts have a field day in reporting their professional reasons 
why we collect. They report that we need to collect objects in order to 
overcome feelings of anxiety or loneliness, or to fill some emotional 
void — especially those stemming from childhood. Others theorize 
that collectors simply want to assert control over objects and create or 
impose order in their chaotic world. Cultural theorists often say that 
collecting is dominated by neurotic, fetishistic, compulsive, or obses-
sive desires. You might ask, “Is it really that complicated?” The major-
ity of collectors, and others, certainly don’t think so. 

Marjorie Akin, an Anthropologist at the  
University of California - Riverside, has 
studied the subject of collecting and wrote 
in her book, Passionate Possession, the 
Formation of Private Collections that 
people collect for a connection to the 
past and its memories. Akin wrote, “Ob-
jects can connect the collector to the 
historic, valued past.” She includes four 
reasons why people collect. The first is to 
satisfy a sense of personal aesthetics. Sec-
ondly, some collect to please personal tastes. 
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Thirdly, others collect items that are weird or unusual to show indi-
vidualism. Akin concludes the fourth reason is the collector’s need to 
be complete, and the sense of completion is one of the main drivers 
of collectors. 

Author Dana Micucci, a former publicist at Christie’s, wrote in an 
article published in the March 2008 publication of Art & Antiques, 
“At its most refined level, collecting, like art, is a creative act.” She 
continued that the German psychoanalyst, Peter Subkowski, said 
“Collecting is not about money, collecting is about passion.” These 
two quotes sum up the essence of what collecting is all about!

The majority of collectors say their primary reasons for collecting in-
cludes; a connection and identity with fond memories of the past, 
the enjoyment of researching and learning about the items they are 
seeking, the social networking, and bonding with fellow collectors 
and finally, the pleasure they derive from searching for, finding and 
acquiring a much sought after item (or “the thrill of the hunt”). For 
some, their collections provide satisfaction and pride — for others it 
is comfort and relaxation. The reasons can be summarized into sim-
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ply the passion and pleasure that collectors feel during their pursuit 
to gather a collection. For most collectors, it is a social activity — one 
that is shared with others — for collecting in isolation would lose its 
attraction if there were not others to talk with about our passions, 
our pleasures and our treasures. 

But we are not all alike. In reality, there are as many reasons why we 
collect as there are collectors. We each have our own personal agenda 
and interests. It is reported that some self absorbed collectors want 
to feel the supremacy of owning a rare item, only because it is cov-
eted by others! Some collect only very rare or one-of-a-kind items 
because this gives them the feeling of exclusivity. A few may collect 
for the reasons the psychiatrists give, such as to fill emotional voids 
from childhood, or to assert control over objects and create or im-
pose order in their chaotic world. Hopefully, very few of us fit into 
these categories!

Some collectors have a profit motive, hoping to sell their treasures for 
a future gain, but perhaps they should be considered investors rather 
than traditional collectors. Sure, all collectors hope the value of their 
treasures increases with time, but profit is usually not their primary 
motive. Malcolm Forbes, a noted collector, once wrote in Collectors 
Magazine, “There is no point in collecting something only because 
you think it’s a good investment, unless you are a dealer. It may turn 
out to be a good investment, but you can’t be a good collector if in-
vestment is your focus, because then you don’t bring to it your per-
sonal enthusiasm.” To collecting purists, the profit motive would take 
the passion out of collecting.

The debate over the reasons why people collect will go on and on, but 
the one truth that cannot be denied is that people will continue to 
collect, whatever their reason. And they will continue to collect the 
items that interest them and about which they are passionate.
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This author was once asked for advice on collecting. My reply was to 
encourage collectors to enjoy the experience, but not to take the ride 
so seriously that it consumes their life. We may love our collections 
dearly, but we should not lose track of what else is important, and the 
other joys in life. I’ve never seen a hearse pulling a U-Haul trailer — 
you can’t take it with you! 

A collector’s thoughts about collecting were quoted in the article 
“Reflections From a Collector”, published in Ingold’s 1981 book The 
Art of the Paperweight, Saint Louis, which read “One of the most 
lasting sources of happiness is our small world of collecting. Those 
who collect come to know emotions and satisfactions that are totally 
unknown to the masses. Each collection has its own mystery. As long 
as the collector finds happiness, the purpose is served.” This author’s 
comment is “How true!”

The enjoyment the indi-
vidual gets out of their 
collection should be the 
most important reason 
for collecting.

OK, so now we rec-
ognize that we are all 
collectors for different 
reasons. But how we go 
about our collecting is a 
more individual matter. 
We can all improve our 
collecting skills — first 
by defining our goals and 
a game plan. �
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�ha�ter �wo

Develop Goals and a Game Plan
Many of you are already collectors, and some are probably already 
very experienced. Hopefully, you want to learn more about the prin-
ciples of the art of collecting. If you have not already done so, the first 
step is to carefully think about your goals and develop a game plan 
to achieve them. Even experienced collectors will benefit from a re-
evaluation of their collecting goals and habits. It’s never too late to 
get organized (or re-organized, as the case may be)!

If you are a beginning collector, it is especially important to consider 
first, what are your interests and passions. You will then want to define 
your goals, what kind of collection do you want to build — how elab-
orate and complete do you want it to be — how much money do you 
want to commit to the collection — how much time can you commit 
to studying and becoming an expert in your field — how quickly do 
you want to build it — what do you intend to do with the collection, 
particularly after your demise, etc. The list of considerations could go 
on and on. Some compromises may have to be made between what 
you want it to be and, realistically, what it can realistically be. Lofty 
goals are good, but they should be attainable! Each individual will 
probably have a different set of considerations, depending upon their 
circumstances. So, it will be up to the individual collector to consider 
the key points in a game plan designed for them.

It is especially important that the novice collector make it a priority 
to begin thinking about their goals, and a plan on how to get there. 
Most importantly, a deadline should be set when to begin follow-
ing your plan! Without a plan, your collection may grow randomly 
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and your goals will be unfulfilled. It is important that your collecting 
takes you where you want to go rather than where your collecting 
happens to take you. Planning is critical to the success of any busi-
ness, and it is the principal key to the art of collecting. Without a plan, 
a collection may become disorganized and wander — like a ship 
without a rudder.

You may be asking what your plan should include, and how detailed it 
should be. Think of your plan as a roadmap — a guide to help you get 
to your destination (goal). Without a roadmap, you probably won’t 
get there! It may help if you consider your collecting plan similar to 
planning a vacation trip. The first step is to define where you want to 
go (what you want to collect, and your goal). Will your budget allow 
you to stay at four star resorts, or Motel 6 (how elaborate a collec-
tion do you want to form)? Have you studied the travel brochures to 
learn about your travel adventures and destination (have you learned 
as much as you can about the subject)? How much time do you have 
to devote to your vacation (collection)? Can you get to your desti-
nation easily using standard transportation, or will it require exotic 
travel by chartered plane, safari, dogsled or worse (how easy is it to 
find the items you want to collect)? And so forth. Your plan can be as 
elaborate as you want it to be.

Remember that as your collecting matures with increasing knowl-
edge and exposure, your interests may change. There is nothing wrong 
with re-defining your goal (your destination) or your plan (how are 
you going to get there)! This author is reminded of Bill Hewlett and 
David Packard who founded their company (Hewlett-Packard) in 
Packard’s garage in 1939 with $538 initial capital investment. They 
began by designing small electronic instruments and the business 
grew to become a leading manufacturer of computer systems, periph-
erals and software, with 2009 revenues of $114.5 billion. They must 
have revised their business plan several times!
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Some experienced collectors may question why the discipline of a 
plan is necessary. After all, they collect for their enjoyment and a plan 
makes it sound too disciplined — they fear a plan may take away the 
spontaneity of collecting, and much of the fun. Many serious collec-
tors would disagree. They find a plan to be a valuable rudder to keep 
them on course through the multitude of choices they will make on 
their collecting journey. It helps to keep them from making the un-
necessary and sometimes costly mistakes that are later regretted. 

It is just as important to have the discipline to follow your plan until 
it becomes apparent that it needs to be revised. A plan is worthless 
if it is not followed — all you have accomplished then is wasting the 
time you spent making it.

We should remember that the plan is the important first step in fol-
lowing the art of collecting. After the plan is made, we need to follow 
the other steps and start narrowing your focus. �
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�ha�ter �hree

Narrow Your Focus
What do you collect? It is said that we can tell a lot about a person 
by what he collects! There are passionate collectors for just about any 
object — everything from buttons, pins, lunch boxes, rare books, 
coins and paperweights to classic cars and fine art. A focused col-
lector will narrow the choices and specialize on a particular field, 
about which they are passionate. In an editorial in Art & Antiques 
magazine (March 2008), the editor wrote, “The difference between a 
shopper and a collector is that the collector has focus.” 

For an example of the multitudes of objects that are collected, just 
peruse the eBay website which thrives on the decadent and delirious 
desires of collectors around the world. The eBay website lists forty 
different main categories, which are then sub-divided into hundreds 
of sections and sub-sections. Or, at an even higher level, look at the 
major auction houses of Sotheby’s, Christie’s and others to see the 
many categories they list as specialties. Sotheby’s and Christie’s both 
list over 80 categories of art and collectibles in which they regularly 
hold auctions. Each category has many sub-categories. The choices 
are nearly limitless, and the choice is yours.
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If we are to practice the art of collecting, we must become focused on 
what to collect and target specific categories, and even sub-catego-
ries. We must find what we are truly passionate about — and then 
direct our focus on those categories! Of all the many considerations 
and emotions in collecting, passion is the most important. Passion 
gives the collector their feelings of delight, emotion, enthusiasm, fer-
vor, pride and zeal for their collection. Passion provides the sparkle 
in the eye of the collector!

As an example of narrowing your focus, a book collector might con-
sider focusing on a sub-category of books on which to specialize. The 
book collector may be passionate about mysteries, as an example. To 
specialize, they may choose a favorite author’s leather-bound first edi-
tions to collect, or perhaps a specific genre of mysteries. 

If the book collector is passionate about historical exploratory expe-
ditions, they might specialize on journals from a specific event — 
such as those about the Lewis and Clark expeditions.

Stamp collecting is very popular — there are an estimated 20 mil-
lion stamp collectors in the US alone! And, the number of stamps 
to choose from is huge. If you are one of those 20 million who is 
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passionate about stamps, consider narrowing your focus to stamps 
of one country only, or perhaps limit your collection to a particular 
design of stamp. Until you narrow your focus of interest, the task of 
collecting stamps would be monumental and intimidating.

If you are a collector of Civil War memorabilia, consider narrowing 
your focus to insignia only, or brass Regimental numbers. Or perhaps 
collect memorabilia from just one Regiment.

Again, it cannot be stressed enough that passion for the subject must 
be the primary key to your choice of focus! 

For experienced collectors, the selection has probably been made and 
the focused collection is already being formed. Granted that some 
may have the time and resources to collect several categories at the 
same time — and congratulations, if you are one of those. 

For most of us, however, we have either limited time or resources and 
must select only one field on which to focus. We find that concentrat-
ing on one category at a time (and doing justice to that collection) 
is enough. If we later find that our collection of that one category is 
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complete to our satisfaction, we can then start over again to build a 
collection in another field that we find a passionate interest in.

Some collectors have successfully formed collections within a collec-
tion — that is, they have made smaller collections of highly selective 
specialties within their narrowed field of focus. It is an example of 
specializing on a micro-level.

Other very affluent collectors are able to successfully collect multiple 
specialties, in part because they are able to hire professionals to man-
age the complex business of multiple collections. Consider Malcolm 
Forbes as an example. He loved to collect, and his collections at one 
time included the world’s finest group of Imperial Russian Fabergè 
Easter Eggs, an outstanding autograph collection, several versions 
of the Monopoly game, the largest collection of toy soldiers in the 
world, as well as a vast collection of antique toy boats! He obviously 
had professional help in finding the objects availability, researching 
them and their record keeping. 

A collector’s assets and resources are naturally an issue when consid-
ering a specialty. As an extreme example, a person of limited wealth 
would not want to select 17th century European fine art to collect. 
They may have a strong passion for the paintings, study them and be-
come an expert on them. They may even become a world recognized 
authority on them, but they may never have the assets to buy one, 
let alone develop a collection of them! So, if we are going to build a 
focused collection, we must narrow our choices to a single category 
that is attainable — or perhaps make some adjustments. 

If we cannot afford to collect what we are truly passionate about, 
there are alternatives that still may provide great satisfaction and re-
ward. Using the example of 17th century European fine art, a col-
lector with limited resources might consider collecting beautifully 
illustrated books on the subject. These books often include exhaus-
tive research on the artist and subject— an added bonus. Or perhaps, 
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collect fine museum quality prints that can be easily displayed — or 
stacked and stored for easy retrieval. 

The focus of a collection does not have to be expensive to be enjoy-
able. As an example, one collector’s passion became banana labels. 
She built the world’s largest collection of about 10,000 labels from 
nearly every country. And to help her enjoyment, she visited many 
countries to attend conventions of fellow banana label collectors. To 
repeat the statement in the first paragraph of this chapter, there are 
passionate collectors for just about any object!

Another consideration in choosing what to collect is where and how 
the collection will be exhibited or stored. A person with space con-
straints would not want to begin a collection of vintage automobiles 
because of the storage and 
display area required. A 
person with a limited 
home security system 
should not collect Carti-
er watches for the theft 
potential! A person who 
loves their pet cats should 
not collect fragile Vene-
tian glass unless it is safely 
displayed in locked cases. 
A person living in a hu-
mid and insect infested 
environment should not 
collect autographs, pho-
tographs, stamps, or rare maps. OK, you get the picture — so make 
your choices wisely and go for it.

Now that you have narrowed your focus to a specific category to col-
lect, it is time to learn more about it. �
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Become an Expert
There are few pleasures more satisfying than learning about a subject 
that is your passion, and then becoming recognized as an authority in 
your field. Even if your field is as narrow as “British Bone Buttons of 
the Early 19th Century”, you, the collector, may become recognized 
as a world authority! And if those bone buttons are your passion, 
then why not strive to become a recognized authority?

The publisher of this book related a story recently about when he 
was a young man in his early 20s, and asked a very experienced col-
lector for advice of what to collect. The sage advice given was to find 
a subject that interested him — a subject that also had a lot of infor-
mation published on it. Then, by studying the information, he could 
learn about the subject quickly and soon be as smart as the dealers 
are. Good Advice!

Learning about what you are passionate for is always a pleasure. For 
some collectors, the learning phase becomes a passion, and many 
state that it is one of the primary joys of collecting! The more that is 
learned, the more the puzzle begins to fit together, and soon you have 
a more complete understanding of your collecting specialty, such as 
— why they were made originally, what skills were required to make 
them, how and why they were changed through time, how many were 
made, what group of people bought them, what were they replaced 
by, what are the most desirable examples, etc. These questions apply 
to almost any collectible, whether button hooks, American Civil War 
swords, mid 19th century railroad toys, or jade Chinese snuff bottles.
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If you are the collector of rare books (mentioned in the previous 
chapter) collecting Lewis and Clark expedition material, you prob-
ably are already becoming an expert on that expedition. With each 
book that you add to your collection, your knowledge will grow and 

you may find that you are becoming recognized as an authority on 
that subject!

We have all seen and admired the knowledge of the experts on the 
television series “The Antique Road Show”. We find it fascinating 
when they tell the history of an item, and why it was made, what it 
was used for, etc. Many viewers are more interested in this history 
than hearing the appraised value.

How do we gain the knowledge? There are many sources, some of 
which are listed below.

Consider joining a collector’s organization, particularly a group that 
specializes in your favored category. The Association of Collecting 
Clubs lists over 6000 collecting clubs on six continents! Most of 
these organizations are serious about their specialties, but a few may 
be frivolous. Be sure to choose one with the degree of seriousness that 
you are looking for. Many of these organizations publish newsletters 
that provide good information. You may learn by getting to know 
other collectors who have been at it a lot longer and can pass on valu-
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able help and advice. Develop friendships with other collectors and 
ask questions about their collecting experiences. The collector orga-
nization’s meetings and conventions frequently feature guest speak-
ers which can also be very educational.

Some collectors may prefer to do it alone, without the help of an 
organized group. If that suits their collecting habits, more power to 
them. However, without the organized groups, social networking is 
more difficult, which is one of the things that most collectors list as 
enjoyable. Without others to consult, and to share their appreciation 
of collecting, the whole process could become meaningless. Learning 
in a vacuum would be more difficult.

Ask questions. Ask other collectors, ask dealers, ask museum curators 
or docents! You have heard the saying “Ask and you shall receive” — 
well, it’s really true. Don’t hesitate to ask.

Listen. To listen is often more important than asking. Many of us for-
get this in our excitement to tell others about our experiences. This 
author’s wife keeps reminding him that you can learn more from lis-
tening than you can by talking — so it must be true!

Visit libraries and talk with research librarians. They can help you 
find the reference books with the information you will want. Don’t 
try to do the research by yourself unless you are already trained in 
research techniques. Buy the reference books and build your own 
library. Consider getting old auction catalogues to study — they 
are cheap, and a great source of information. If you are like many 
other collectors, you will continue to refer to them throughout your 
collecting.

Read — read —read! It will not do any good for you to get the books 
if you don’t read them.

Recently the Internet has become an easily accessible source of good 
information. Again, a trained research librarian may be able to help 
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you with search techniques and to find favored websites for your de-
sired field.

This author would like to include a story here about a personal expe-
rience about developing expertise.

My personal collecting passion is glass paperweights, and I have been 
collecting them since 1974. I met a novice paperweight collector in 
1997. He was new to paperweight collecting and was starting from 
scratch. He regularly attended our collector organization’s meetings 
but rarely spoke — instead he listened. Meanwhile, he became famil-
iar with the classic reference books which he obtained. He read them 
carefully — and remembered what he read. He asked questions and 
listened to the advice of other collectors and dealers.

After a few years, he opened up a little more and began to speak more 
freely. As I listened, I became 
very impressed with his depth 
of knowledge. I noticed that 
other experienced collectors 
were asking his opinions.

To make a long story short, 
in 2007 (just 10 years after he 
began) he was asked to be on a 
panel of experts discussing pa-
perweight identification at an 
international convention. He 
held his own on the panel (which included recognized heavyweight 
experts with many years of experience) and he presented some opin-
ions that differed from the other experts, and he backed up his view-
points with facts! Then I noticed that I began to ask his advice too. 
Now that is a success story in becoming an expert.

The more we know about the subject, the more we may want to nar-
row and improve your standards. �
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Sharpen Your Standards
Unless you collect manufactured items such as coins or printed mate-
rial like stamps, books or posters, chances are very good that the items 
you collect are handmade. Therefore each one is slightly different 
from the others. Handmade items were usually made by skilled crafts-
men — but the problem is that some were more skilled than others! 
Some of these items were made by artists who learned the craft — 
others were made by craftsmen who learned to be artists. How we 
perceive and judge this balance is an individual matter. After all, most 
handcrafted objects have some flaws if you look hard enough. “Qual-
ity” is the term generally used to define the combination of crafts-
manship and artistry. What may be acceptable quality to one collector 
may not be acceptable to another. We each need to set our boundar-
ies and establish our cull factors. 
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Another issue is restoration or conservation. Many objects that we 
collect have had some degree of restoration. Sometimes, these repairs 
have been done beautifully by true artists — some have not. “Condi-
tion” is the term generally used to define how close the item is to its 
original state — or how expertly the conservationists were able to 
bring the object back to its near-original state. As with quality, col-
lectors must set their own limits regarding condition and how much 
conservation they will accept.

Quality and condition are the most important considerations in es-
tablishing our cull factors.

Remember that the number one rule for all collectors is to buy the 
very best that they can afford!

This author learned early in his collecting career that a collector does 
not have to accept poor quality or condition unless they are will-
ing to do so. If the collector can be patient, and keep looking, they 
eventually will find those items that are artistic, nearly flawless and in 
good condition. Granted, this will slow down your acquisition rate, 
but your collections will be enhanced and more admired because you 
have not compromised on quality. 

Practicing the art of collecting requires high standards! Don’t let your 
collections be devalued by including poor quality items alongside 
the more pristine ones! A word of caution, however, some collectors 
choose only the flawed examples for their specialty, as a collection of 
“only the mistakes”. They must certainly use it as an outlet for their 
sense of humor! This proves that there are truly collections of every-
thing under the sun.

Once the collector understands the choices and availability of their 
specialty, and the variations in conservation and quality, they need 
to establish strict standards, and only add those items that pass. By 
doing so, a consistent high quality and pride will be evident in your 
collection. 
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On the other extreme, there are collectors that simply buy almost ev-
erything they see and their collections are unfocused, uncontrolled 
growth and random direction. There certainly is no art or creativity 
to that! It reminds one of fine dining at an “all you can eat” buffet.

In making our choices of which items to add to our collection, we 
will include many important considerations. The first and most im-
portant consideration is — there has to be the magic! Some say, the 
piece has to “speak” to you. If you are attracted to a piece by its quali-
ties rather than its pedigree, you are making a smart purchase. The 
choice must be right for you. 

What role should investment potential play in your consideration of 
cull factors? Of course, this will always be an issue, but most collec-
tors feel that good quality at a fair price is a better choice than poor 
quality at a cheap price. You don’t want to make a habit of buying 
under-priced items just because they are cheap — you must realize 
they are under-priced because they are usually poor quality.

A friend that collects 19th century American paintings keeps a list 
of cull factors that he determined were right for his collection. These 
include various factors he considers, such as inappropriate subject 
matter, dark paintings, size, atypical subject matter for a particular 
artist, portraits and abstract or multimedia art. He will not consider 
paintings that have any of these characteristics. These are his cull fac-
tors that he determined were important in forming the quality that 
he wanted for his collection. By maintaining this discipline, his col-
lection is recognized for its consistency.

Beware of buying from Internet auctions where only pictures are 
available. In this author’s experience with Internet auctions, I’ve been 
pleasantly surprised less often than I have been disappointed! With-
out personally inspecting the piece, you are not able to evaluate any 
possible flaws or poor conservation and you may buy an object that is 
below your standards. Even if you can ask the seller specific questions, 
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you may still be in for a disappointment when the item is delivered. 
Although many auction websites offer protection from misrepresen-
tation, solutions to these problems can be long and drawn out over 
whether the article was misrepresented, or if the buyer failed to ask 

the right questions. Pictures 
may only show the best an-
gles. You may have little idea 
of what you are buying.

There is no substitute for 
viewing an item in person 
before bidding and being 
able to inspect it closely from 
all angles, and to critically 
feel the finish. This author 
has never been disappointed 
after buying an item that was 

previously viewed in person. Does this mean that I will not buy any-
thing from Internet auctions? No, it only means that I will be aware 
of the many pitfalls. The Internet offers a huge market to choose from 
and some outstanding bargains are there if you choose wisely, but you 
must expect to be disappointed on occasions.

If you buy a piece in an online auction that is a below your standards, 
you are best advised to sell it again as quickly as you can. You cer-
tainly don’t want it to dilute your high quality collection.

It is up to you to define the direction your collection grows and to 
judge the quality of the new additions. After all, you are the judge. �
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You Be the Judge
As a collector, you will probably receive lots of advice from others. 
Most of it will be sincerely given in honest hopes of helping your 
collecting skills. Some of the advice may be good — some not so 
good — some may be awful. You have already made your game plan, 
focused on a specialty, become an expert on your specialty and estab-
lished your cull factors. You know what you want to go for — but 
now you find some of your friends and other collectors may be giving 
you different advice that is confusing the issue.

So what are you going to do? If you follow the principles of the art 
of collecting, you will listen intently and patiently to their advice, and 
thank them for their interest and concern. Afterwards, you will eval-
uate their advice carefully to see if it is consistent with your plan, and 
then make your own decision whether to accept it and modify your 
plan, or ignore it, because you are the judge of your collection! You 
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know what you want, what you like, and what you want your collec-
tion to be. Their advice may have been sincere and very good for the 
average collector, but it may not be good for you. 

Your friends may tell you again that you’re wrong, but if you have 
carefully evaluated their advice, you know what direction you want 
your collection to grow. Your collection is for your personal enjoy-
ment, and it will reflect your ideas. It is your baby!

The above advice came to this author when he recently saw a friend 
buy what seemed to be a very unattractive and poorly crafted paper-
weight. I was curious why he chose it, and tried to be polite by asking 
what he just bought. He replied that he thought it was very attrac-
tive and it appealed to him. It was clear that we had very different 
tastes, so I dropped the issue. It reminded me of the fairy tale about 
the princess having to kiss a lot of frogs before she found her Prince 
Charming. To me, his choice was a frog — but it was his frog that he 
thought was a prince!

It also reinforced the lesson that beauty is in the eye of the beholder. 
What was right for him was certainly not right for me — and vice 
versa. After all, it was his collection and it 
was not my place to judge it. He 
was the judge of his collection. 
He was the only person to whom 
he needed to justify it.

Judgment is  
clearly a  
two edged 
sword! �
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It’s Not the Number That Counts
There are small collections — there are huge collections — and there 
are collections everywhere in between. But it’s not the number that 
counts! Some of the smaller collections are often more attractive and 
complete than the huge ones because the collector has applied the art 
of collecting. By applying the art, the collector forms a thoughtfully 
balanced and comprehensive collection of consistently high quality 
items, and displays them in an uncluttered, organized and visually 
attractive way that each item could be appreciated.

There is an old saying that “Less is More”, which this author learned 
was true when planning a museum exhibition of paperweights. In our 
exuberance, we wanted to include many examples, but we were reined 
in by the museum curator, who reminded us of space constraints, and 
the need to present an uncluttered exhibit. The curator correctly 
urged us to consider that less is more. This caused us to rethink our 
goal, which was to present an organized and comprehensive collec-
tion of high quality examples that would be complete, attractive and 
educational. It caused us to reduce the number of pieces, and to use 
discipline to select only the best examples that would fulfill our goal. 
With the help of the curator, the exhibition was very attractive and 
extremely well received by their visitors. They did not miss the pieces 
we culled that would have only cluttered the exhibit space.

This is very true for our personal collections too. Often, the undisci-
plined large collections have no goals, no plan, no focus, including 
unnecessary duplication and poor examples that detract from the 
overall collection. Its display may be so cluttered that the eye cannot 
comprehend the individual pieces. This author’s wife will also men-
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tion the difficulty of keeping a cluttered and crowded exhibit clean 
and dusted. A dirty exhibit is never as attractive as a clean one.

Many years ago, this 
author met a very ex-
perienced collector 
who was widely recog-
nized to have an out-
standing collection. 
He was asked to speak 
at a convention about 
how he built his col-
lection. He opened his presentation by proudly announcing that he 
limited the size of his collection to exactly 100 pieces! At the time, I 
was curious why he limited his collection to that. I wondered why he 
didn’t want to build a large collection like many others. I later realized 
that he understood — and was practicing the art of collecting — by 
setting his goals, making a plan and using discipline to follow through 
with them. He wisely set the limit of the number that was right for his 
circumstances. He considered many factors, including the size of the 
objects he collected, how they would be best exhibited, and the space 
constraints of his home. For him, 100 was the right number. So when 
he reached that number of 100, did that mean his collecting was 
over? Not at all — he then searched for better examples, and when he 
found one, he bought it, and then sold one of the poorer examples in 
order to keep the number at 100. He kept upgrading and upgrading, 
still keeping the number at 100. His collection was becoming known 
for having only the highest quality, and he was admired and respected 
for his collecting skills. This is a good lesson for all of us to consider, 
whether we collect ivory Japanese netsuke or Persian woven carpets. 
Remember, it’s not the number that counts! 

Perhaps this discussion of the size of collections has been unfair to 
some very fortunate and affluent collectors with huge collections 
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who have successfully managed to apply the art of collecting. Yes, it 
is possible to practice the art in very large collections, and to retain 
the principles, discipline, focus on goals and selection of consistently 
high quality items.

An example of a very fine large collection is that of Arthur Rubloff. In 
1978, he donated his collection of 1472 glass paperweights to the Art 
Institute of Chicago, where they remain today as one of the world’s 
finest and largest collections. Rubloff entered the Chicago real estate 
business in 1919, and later was the developer of the “Miracle Mile”. 
As a result, he became one of the country’s most wealthy and success-
ful men. It takes extreme wealth to have the resources to build a large 
collection of only high quality examples. And it takes wealth to have 
the space to exhibit such large collections. When Rubloff donated 
his collection, he also donated enough money to finance the building 
of an entire wing onto the Art Institute that now bears his name!

Another large collection includes the famous Frick Collection in 
New York City. Henry Ford Frick was a late 19th - early 20th century 
steel magnate who’s collection and home were bequeathed to the city 
in 1935 after his widow’s death. His collection includes some of the 
best-known paintings by major European artists, as well as numerous 
works of sculpture and porcelain. It also has fine 18th century French 
furniture, Limoges enamel, and Oriental rugs. 

And don’t forget the outstanding 
multiple collections of Malcolm 
Forbes that were mentioned in 
Chapter Three!

Egyptian King Farouk’s reputa-
tion as a collector of the arts was 
huge. He was deposed in 1952 
and the new Republic of Egypt 
ordered his many collections sold 
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in 1954. Among these, was his collection of about 600 antique glass 
paperweights, but only half of these were considered good quality. 
Farouk could have improved his cull factors!

These are examples of individuals with extreme wealth who built 
huge collections of very fine art, but these are such special and unique 
cases that they hardly apply to the more typical collector. It may also 
be mentioned again that many very large collections were built with 
the advice of a collection manager, hired for that purpose by the af-
fluent collector, to be the curator of their collections. 

This author believes that a collector with modest means can enjoy 
their collection every bit as much as a wealthy person does. The only 
differences between the two collections are really just the rarity and 
the number of items in their collections.

Albert Einstein, the premier mathematician and physicist of the 20th 
century, was once quoted as saying “Not everything that counts can 
be counted, and not everything that can be counted, counts.” In ad-
dition to being a scientific and mathematics genius, it is clear he also 
had great wisdom — a very rare trait. Some interpret his quotation 
could be applied to collections and meaning that it’s not just the size 
that counts, but also the quality. 

So go for the good stuff ! �
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�ha�ter �ight

Go For the Good Stuff
Have you ever been confronted with the choice of several items to 
buy for your collection? You must choose between ones that are ei-
ther priced in your normal “comfort range” or one that is very high 
quality, rare, and expensive. So what choice do you make? Often we 
will choose one in our comfort range, which is similar in quality to 
others in our collection. We shy away from the expensive one, not 
wanting to spend that much. Then we see another less expensive item 
and buy it too. OOPS — and then again! At the end of the day, we 
have bought several pieces of normal quality that cost as much as the 
one high quality item. We tell ourselves that next time we will make 
the better choice to spend the same money for one high quality piece. 
But then, the next time we repeat our bad habit. We notice that our 
collection is becoming cluttered with ordinary items. Why do we 
continue to make this mistake?

Instead, we need to have the discipline to make the better choice 
and apply the principles of the art of collecting. We know that collec-
tions are not judged by size alone, and we know that rarity, quality, 
provenance and condition are the most important considerations 
in choosing items. Perhaps we should re-think our cull factors and 
raise them. Perhaps we should re-consider our goals and game plan 
to raise the bar. Perhaps we need to go back to our reference books 
to learn what factors to consider in judging quality and rarity, and to 
up-grade our new acquisitions only to those that truly enhance the 
collection — not just add to it!
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We need to remember that quality and condition are the most im-
portant considerations in our choices. It does no good to remember 
it, if we continue to lack the discipline to make the right choices.

Remember that one fine item will enhance your collection more than 
two ordinary items! Consider that without discipline, your collec-
tion will soon become bloated and cluttered with just ordinary items. 

From a future value point of view, it must be remembered that the 
rarest and highest quality items always appreciate at higher rates than 
ordinary items. These rare and premium quality items are always in 
the highest demand by other collectors and when they are sold, they 
always bring a premium price. 

My friend who collects 19th century American paintings said that he 
has many options of what to consider. He explained that artists are 
grouped in tiers, and each tier is then subdivided into ten classes of 
quality. He says that he cannot afford the top class paintings of top 
tier artists, or often the lower class paintings of a top tier artist — but 
he can afford a second or third tier artist’s best work. In this way, he 
is bypassing the poorer work of the big name artists and getting the 
highest quality work of the lesser known artists. He is practicing the 
art of collecting.

If you want your collection to appreciate at a faster rate, remember to 
go for the good stuff. Doing so will elevate the quality of your collec-

tion, reduce its clutter 
and enhance its reputa-
tion among your peers.

You may wonder how 
much is this good stuff 
going to cost? �
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Understand Value
All collectors seek a good deal. The key is to know what is a good deal! 

Warren Buffett, the billionaire investor, is a collector — he collects 
companies and corporations! He once said, “I would rather buy a 
great company at a fair price than buy a fair company at a great price.” 
His advice is good for all collectors of any category — whether you 
collect corporations or marbles! Buffett certainly understands value, 
and he also understands that good quality at a fair price is better than 
lesser quality that is cheaper. It can be said that he understands the 
value of understanding value!
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As a collector practicing the principles of the art of collecting, you will 
certainly want to have an understanding of up-to-date prices that are 
being paid and the cyclical popularity of particular items. You need 
to know what’s hot and what’s not! Each category has its own ground 
rules of what determines value, and you need to understand the value 
structure. You would not want to overpay for an addition to your col-
lection simply because you had not done your homework.

Remember that price is usually a combination of current popularity 
(which is really demand), condition, quality, rarity and provenance. 
You must understand the importance that each of these brings to the 
table before you can determine a fair price, or value. Remember that 
fads reflect current popularity. Fads are certainly cyclical, and can af-
fect present value — but not tomorrow’s value. You don’t want to buy 
at the top of a cycle. 

Only a few very affluent collectors are not concerned with price — 
if they want it — they buy it. In particular, this author is reminded 
of Arthur Rubloff, who was discussed in Chapter Seven as an afflu-
ent antique paperweight collector. He was known to buy what he 
wanted, regardless of the price. At auctions, if he began bidding on an 
item, the other bidders knew the only question was how much they 
were going to make him pay! He would only very rarely drop out of 
the bidding because the price went too high.

For the rest of us, who are less affluent, value is an issue. We need 
to know what a fair price for an item is — when it is overpriced — 
or when it is a bargain. So how do we establish this knowledge? It 
takes constant effort to keep up with the changing cycles of prices 
and popularity trends. The best way to do this is to keep track of the 
auctions, both Internet and live auction houses. Auctions are a better 
source of “real” value than many individual dealers’ prices are. Auc-
tions provide the most current values because prices are determined 
by competition between thousands of sellers and buyers. A savvy col-
lector should subscribe to published auction catalogues from those 
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auction houses that specialize on the type of items that are of interest. 
The auction catalogues are a particularly good source of knowledge 
because they describe a wide range of objects, frequently with color 
images. Closely study the items to be auctioned. If you are not com-
fortable bidding, then pretend that you are bidding and try to esti-
mate the closing hammer price. After the auction is over, the prices 
realized are usually published. Study the auction results and analyze 
your estimates. This is probably the best way to develop a good sense 
of value and the current prices being paid for the objects you collect.

You can’t always count on dealers to give you a fair current price! Al-
though many dealers are knowledgeable, ethical and fair, some may 
be unscrupulous, and others may simply be honest merchants who 
don’t really know the fair value of items — particularly the rare or 
unusual items that you may be collecting. It is up to you to know in 
advance when you are offered an object that is above or below the 
current market value. 

You may ask, “When shopping and I find a very unusual and quality 
item that I have never seen before, what should I do?” �
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Go With Your Gut — Cautiously
By now, you should be feeling pretty confident about your collecting! 
You’ve narrowed your focus, read every reference you can find, de-
cided to concentrate on quality, and now you understand value too. 

However, recently you were shopping in a remote flea market and saw 
an item that fit into your collecting specialty that you did not under-
stand — it was somehow different. It was something you had never 
seen or read about before. You wonder if it is genuine. 
You asked the vendor about it and then find they know less than you 

do! They explain 
that it was some-
thing they found at 
an estate sale and 
they were not sure 
exactly what it was, 
but thought it was a 
quality piece. You 
agree that the piece 
appears to be quali-

ty, and think it must be extremely rare since you had never seen any-
thing like it in your reference books. You like the piece, and the price 
is certainly reasonable. You don’t have time to do more research. You 
get a strange, undefined feeling in the deepest core of your body telling 
you that you’re seeing something very special — it may be very valu-
able and you would forever regret passing it up. What should you do?
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Sometimes collecting, like life, gets complicated! Sometimes there 
are no clear answers. We have previously stressed an organized and 
planned approach to collecting and to not let emotions sway your 
decisions. Now you have a dilemma — should you pass the chance to 
buy it and not risk that it may turn out to be a forgery — or should 
you fling caution out the window and go with your gut feel? Is the 
saying really true that “it is better to be safe than sorry”? The conun-
drum is one that collectors occasionally face.

So what are you going to do? Only you know how strong the feeling 
is. You know how to judge the condition, quality and rarity of this 
particular item. To determine provenance would require research 
which is not possible in the time-frame you are dealing with. There is 
little that this author can advise when this happens, other than to go 
with your gut feel. Remember that the polar opposite of “better safe 
than sorry” is “nothing ventured — nothing gained”. 

If you choose to pass up buying this item, then you may be passing up 
a truly rare find that could be a keystone to any fine collection. You 
must ask yourself “What have I got to lose?” Often these items in 
remote flea markets are not very expensive, and the answer becomes 
clear. What do you really have 
to lose? If the price is reason-
able, go ahead and take the 
risk — buy it— take it home 
and then do your thorough re-
search. It may  prove to be gen-
uine and extremely rare or 
have an outstanding prove-
nance, perhaps a treasure from 
the personal collection of one 
of Russia’s Romanoff family 
members! If it does not prove 
to be genuine or rare, you have 
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not invested much in it and can usually sell it easily and cut your 
losses. 

Perhaps the best advice came from a candy wrapper that said, “Forget 
the rules and follow your instincts!”

We should be aware that valuable finds are frequently made by lucky 
(or knowledgeable) collectors who happened to be in the right place 
at the right time, and who had the fortitude to follow their gut feel. 
One example this author is familiar with follows. In the early 1990s, 
a woman was shopping in a curiosity shop in Virginia — it was ap-
proaching closing time and she felt she should buy something, so she 
bought an item — a paperweight. She knew nothing about them, but 
it attracted her eye. She paid $1 for it and left. The more she looked at 
it, the more she recognized high quality. She took it to be appraised 
and was told it was a rare antique Saint Louis upright bouquet in a 
basket. In 1993, the paperweight was sold at Sotheby’s auction for 
$29,000. This author has not been so lucky despite continued efforts. 
A collector must have patience and continue to search. �
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�ha�ter �leven

Learn Patience
We have all heard the old saying that “Patience is a Virtue”. In collect-
ing, it certainly is true, and all collectors need to learn patience and 
its benefits. 

We may not like it, but sometimes in life, what we want we cannot 
find, or the one we want is owned by someone else. If you are col-
lecting rare items, you can’t just go down to the corner store and buy 
another one. You must search and search some more. This author has 
learned that many times, patience does indeed pay off and eventually 
you will find just the piece for which you’ve been searching. Success, 
then, is all the sweeter!

In this author’s experience, an object he really wanted was being auc-
tioned. He bid, and bid, and bid until there was only one other bid-
der remaining. The bid finally reached an unrealistic level when it was 
time to drop out, and the other bidder won the piece. But patience 
paid off, because the following year, a similar item that was better 
quality came up in another auction, and he was successful in getting 
that piece — at a much better price.

Remember that building a collection should be a journey —  
not a race!
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Sometimes the object you have been searching for is in another’s col-
lection, and that particular object is very rare. You ask the collector 
if they are willing to sell it and the answer is no. But the patient col-
lector doesn’t take “no” as forever! Have patience. That collector’s life 
will change through time and eventually, they may be willing to part 
with it. Or realistically, and hoping to not sound sadistic or morbid, 
that other collector will eventually die, and you may have a chance at 
the object in their estate sale.

Yes, patience is a virtue, and collectors need to learn to be patient and 
then they may find that, “good things come to those who wait”. �
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Develop Good and Trusted Sources
As your collection grows beyond the more common items, you begin 
to look for the rarer and better examples, but your usual previous 
sources don’t have them. They may choose not to carry the more rare 
items that don’t move as fast! You are determined to apply the art of 
collecting to improve your collection, and have followed all the ap-
propriate steps. You need to find the dealers who specialize in the 
better and rarer examples that you’re looking for. But where do you 
find these specialty dealers? There are several ways.

One way is to check with the collectors organizations for your spe-
cial category. They usually have affiliated dealers who are most likely 
specialists in the field you are seeking. If you choose not to join the 
organization, check their websites or publications which frequently 
list the names and addresses of the affiliated dealers. 

Another way to find the specialty dealers is to talk with other knowl-
edgeable collectors about the dealers that they trust, and with whom 
they have had good experiences. Most collectors are pleased to share 
their experiences, if they are asked. 

Once you have established a relationship with a specialty dealer, and 
the trust is mutual, you may find that they begin to learn your col-
lecting goals, cull factors, etc., and they will call you when they find a 
piece they think will fit into your collection. After you are established 
as a serious customer, you will find that the dealers are now finding 
the items for you! And, as often happens, you may find that you be-
come close friends as well — an added bonus.
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Don’t forget the auction houses — find the ones who specialize in 
your particular category of interest and develop a relationship with 
their staff. The objects are carefully vetted by them, and the best 
quality items are usually offered. Your favorite dealers may buy some 
of the very items they show you from the same auctions. Subscribe 
to their catalogues of future auctions for your specialty. Study the 
catalogues carefully to identify the items you are interested in add-
ing to your collection. Do your homework. Study the provenance, 
the quality, the condition, the rarity, etc. Go to the viewing prior to 
the auction date — or have a trusted source visit for you — handle 
the objects and inspect them closely. Keep notes. In many cases, your 
trusted dealer will be willing to do that for you, report back to you, 
and suggest a top bid. They may even bid for you — and if you win 
the item, they will only charge a small percent of the hammer price as 
payment. Their fee will certainly be less than their retail markup, and 
probably less than your travel expenses to the site of the auction. But 
first, be sure to understand their charges.

Remember that at these major auctions, you are in the playpen with 
the big boys! But if that is where the good stuff is, that is where you 
want to be.

One last piece of advice regarding auctions — determine ahead of time 
what your maximum bid will be, and have the discipline to stick with 
it. You cannot allow yourself to become emotionally attached, and then 
overbid your planned maximum — that can lead to paying way too 
much. If anyone is going to pay too much, let it be the other guy! 

Don’t forget what you learned about value and have the discipline to 
enforce it. There are a lot of decisions a collector must make. It always 
helps to have friends who understand your passion to talk with. �
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Develop a Network of Similar Collectors
Developing a network of similar collectors can be one of the great-
est benefits to a collector. As peers with similar goals, they can be a 
valuable sounding board for advice on source, quality, rarity, value, 
display, good references or other experts to ask, etc. Without friends, 
you are collecting in a vacuum. Without friends, you have no one 
to share the enjoyment of your collection, or that special find you 
just purchased! Often, they may become some of your most trusted 
friends.

A network of similar collectors is also important as a means of main-
taining your interest in your own collection. 

This author will relate a true story about a close friend, Irene, who 
had spent years collecting fine 18th century English Georgian ma-
hogany furniture which she used as part of her everyday décor in 
her home. She had spent years collecting some very outstanding and 
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valuable pieces which were greatly admired by her friends and peers. 
Her collection included Georgian bookcases, sideboards, desks, ped-
estal tables, card tables, Pembrook tables, upholstered chairs, barom-
eters, long case clocks, etc. She moved her home across the country 
to live in a new home on a golf course in an ideal climate, and had her 
fine furniture carefully packed for the shipment. At her new location, 
she made the mistake of not seeking friends or collectors who under-
stood the quality and rarity of her fine collection. Her new circle of 
neighbors had an appreciation only for golf, and no understanding 
of her fine antique furniture. She had no one to share her passionate 
interest of her collection. One day she overheard one of her guests 
say, “Poor Irene, she must not be able to afford any new furniture! All 
she has is just that old mahogany.” Without anyone to appreciate her 
fine collection, she lost interest and sold it. After it was then gone, she 
missed her fine antique furniture that she invested so much time and 
energy collecting. This story tells just how important it is to develop 
a network of friends with similar interests in collecting. 

Some of you may be thinking that Irene must have been a very shal-
low person without any passion to allow her new unknowledgeable 
friends’ opinions to be the cause of her selling the collection that she 
had devoted so much time to gather. On the contrary, she was a very 
strong-willed woman, but part of the enjoyment that she received 
from her collection were the accolades and interest she received from 
her friends that had an understanding and appreciation of her ac-
complishment in assembling such a exceptional collection of rare fine 
furniture. As we discussed previously, we all have our own reasons for 
collecting, and for Irene the social aspect was perhaps stronger than it 
is for others. Her story certainly points out the importance of having 
a network of similar collectors as either a support group or sounding 
board.

It’s very difficult to collect in a vacuum, or without friends who ap-
preciate your collecting tastes. You will enjoy your collection more 
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if your friends understand your passion and they appreciate its sig-
nificance — or if you form a network of friends who also share your 
passion. And, you will enjoy your collection more when you take an 
active role as a curator. �
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Become the Curator of Your Collection
Curators direct the acquisition, storage, and exhibition of museums, 
institutions, or other collections. They are also responsible for inven-
torying, authenticating, evaluating, and categorizing the specimens 
in a collection. Curators authorize and negotiate the purchase, sale, 
exchange, or loan of collections, as well as overseeing and conducting 
the institution’s research projects and related educational programs.

Have you noticed that the curator’s duties sound similar to that of a 
collector? The main difference is that it’s the curator’s career! Many 
collectors consider only the acquisition part of the responsibility, 
and ignore the other less exciting duties. But if the collector doesn’t 
do the authenticating, inventorying, labeling and other tasks associ-
ated with collecting — then who will? Remember that building a 
fine collection brings additional responsibilities.

As your collection grows, you will find it necessary to take on the 
recordkeeping, authenticating, and evaluating tasks, while improv-
ing the exhibition (display) of the larger collection. When you take 
on these added duties, you have then become the curator of your 
collection!

You may want to consider your collection with the serious attention 
that you would if you were running a business — after all, the value 
of many collections will easily exceed that of many small businesses.

For either a business or a collection, a good inventory is vital, and we 
should remember that an inventory is more than a bunch of receipts 
in a shoe box! Investigate the many inventory programs that are avail-
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able and choose one that is appropriate for your collection. Then be 
sure to keep it up to date — with additions and deletions. Also, keep 
the current value of each item updated by staying abreast of the mar-
ket. Then most importantly, keep the inventory in a safe place. Stor-
age on a computer is fine, but remember that they may crash and the 
data will be lost. If you keep an inventory on a computer be sure to 
back up the data onto a separate disk and store that disk in a fireproof 
safe. Remember that photographs or digital images are a vital part of 
any inventory. 

Labeling each item in the collection is critical. Each item must be 
labeled with a unique number to tie it back to the inventory. Several 
items may look similar, but the unique number will keep them sepa-
rate. The collector may be able to remember each item in a small col-
lection, but as it grows, and time passes, the details are soon confused.

The standard museum record keeping procedure is to assign a unique 
number to each item and then to attach a label to it with that number 
— first with the year of acquisition followed by the numerical order 
it was acquired in that year. Example: 2009-023 which means it was 
the 23rd item acquired in 2009. This system should work, whether 
you collect 17th century Japanese Samurai swords, Victorian erotica, 
World War II bayonets, or 
20th century comic books.

Consider insurance for your 
collection. It is surprising 
how quickly the total value 
of a collection can increase. 
Each collector must consider 
the risk of losing his collec-
tion, either to fire, earth-
quake, theft, or possibly through the damage caused by collapsed glass 
shelves in a display cabinet. The collector must consider the amount 
of a loss they are willing to risk against the cost of the insurance.
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Insurance for collections comes in many forms, and collectors should 
discuss the details of their desired coverage with their agent or an 
expert. What is right for one collector may not be the best choice 
for another. A collection should be insured to the degree of risk that 
the collector is comfortable, and the cost of insurance should be con-
sidered a part of maintaining the collection. The inventory that you 
prepared will be an important document for the insurer.

A curator is also responsible for exhibition of their collections. The 
way a collection is displayed tells a lot about the collector, and makes 
all the difference in how much it is enjoyed. There are as many ways 
to exhibit a collection as there are different types of collections! Each 
type of specialty collection has techniques of exhibition that are best 
for that specialty. What’s best for postage stamps will not be best for 
Civil War revolvers. What’s best for Native American artifacts will 
not be best for ship models. Find what is best for your collection.

Overcrowding of items in a display is a most common error. An ex-
ception to crowded displays is a book collection, which look best 
when the bookcase is filled. Other items need to have space so that 
each piece can be seen more individually. If crowding occurs, con-
sider either getting more space to display the collection properly, or 
reduce the number of items displayed. Consider high-grading your 
collection by selling the lower quality or less important items. If cull-
ing your collection is an issue for you, then perhaps store some of the 
items and rotate your exhibition on a schedule.

Correct lighting of the exhibition is one of the most important keys 
to an attractive display. Have you ever noticed how brilliant, attrac-
tive and appealing an item looked in the dealer’s display and then 
how dull it looked when you brought it home? The difference is in 
the method of display and lighting! If necessary, consult a lighting 
professional.
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Consider incorporating your collection into your home décor rather 
than just leaving the objects in display cabinets. Get the pieces out of 
the cases where they can be seen and appreciated. Consider bringing 
them into your décor, which you will find will create an interest in 
your guests and questions from them.

So get serious and consider your collection with the respect it de-
serves. Give it the time and effort that is needed to maintain it in a 
business-like manner. Become the curator of your collection! And 
continue to learn. � 
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Continue to Learn
As your collection grows in size and quality, your knowledge of the 
subject should also grow. You owe it to yourself and your collection. 
At this stage, the collector is devoted to learning as much as they can 
about their specialty. They should continue to read and study every 
reference they can find.

As a collector following the principles of the art of collecting, you 
should also study each item in your collection until every detail of 
each piece is known. In so doing, you may find unusual details, and 
perhaps discover a valuable find in your own collection! The minute 

details often hide the 
clues of rarity. These 
details should be 
added to the inven-
tory we discussed in 
Chapter Fourteen. 
Because you have 
studied to become 
an expert in your 
specialty (Chapter 

Four) and can recognize rarity — and because you have limited the 
size of your collection (Chapter Seven), the job is not overwhelming 
— and because you understand the pricing of items, cyclical price 
trends and value (Chapter Nine), you have a clear understanding of 
the significance of your discovery and what it has added to your col-
lection. It’s better that the collector (you) make these discoveries 
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than a future buyer who discovers that he/she just made the “buy of 
the century”!

The collector may occasionally find that they are not qualified to au-
thenticate a particularly valuable item. If that is the case, they should 
search recognized experts who can determine whether the item is a 
“hit” or a “miss”. This author is reminded of another true story about 
a collector who suspected he might have a rare painting by a recog-
nized master artist in his collection. He took it to a major auction 
house to be appraised for selling it, and was told that it could be by 
the master in their opinion, but unless the painting was authenti-
cated by an expert, they could only attribute it to the master in the 
catalogue description. The collector did not want to gamble the cost 
for a proper authentication, so he consigned his painting to be auc-
tioned as “attributed to”. A friend of this author thought it might be 
genuine, took the gamble, and was the high bidder on the attributed 
painting. He sent it away to be authenticated — and yes — the rec-
ognized expert determined the work was indeed by the master, and 
the value of his painting just went up fourfold! I’m sure the original 
owner and consignor was kicking himself for not spending the mon-
ey to have it properly authenticated.

Frequently, the better a collection becomes, the more the collector 
enjoys learning about their passion and becoming thoroughly knowl-
edgeable about each piece in their collection. The researching and 
authenticating of items becomes a pleasure, to which the collector 
looks forward. 

It also becomes a pleasure when you share your collection with others 
so they might enjoy it also. �
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Share Your Collection
As your collection grows in stature and prominence, you may find 
that other organizations will ask you to share it with them. This is a 
great compliment to the collector!

They may ask you to speak about your collection to a civic or educa-
tional organization’s members as part of a lecture series. This can be 
another interesting learning experience as you organize and prepare 
your presentation. It can be hugely rewarding to sense the enthusiasm 
of “discovery” when your audience thrills to learning something new 
to them. The best advice is to tailor your program to your audience. 
As an expert on the subject, you need not worry about the audience 
asking difficult questions that you cannot answer.

You may be asked to speak to a convention of your peers. Your audi-
ence will consist of other experts, but you know your collection bet-
ter than anyone else, and have done the research and authentication, 
and should be confident that you can back up your statements. Enjoy 
the experience!

Stipends or honorariums are frequently, but not always, offered for 
speaking to organizations. If offered, they are usually a courtesy only, 
and may help to cover the costs of preparing your illustrations. How-
ever, if you have achieved significant fame, they may be enough to 
help cover travel expenses, but don’t expect to get rich.

You may be asked by museums or libraries to loan your collection, 
or specific pieces for a public exhibition. To see your treasures in an 
exhibition where the public may also discover and share in your pas-
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sion is always a very exciting experience! It can be very rewarding to 
hear, or sense the enthusiasm of the visitors as they see your unusual, 
rare, or fine examples. Your objects always seem to look better in a 
museum setting!

If you are asked to loan your collection, you must first check out the 
venue to assure yourself of their security. You will also want to meet 
the curator and discuss their insurance coverage, how the items will 
be transported, how they will be handled, how and where they will 
be exhibited, how much information do they want to provide educa-
tional displays for their visitors, how long they want to borrow them, 
etc. You may want to talk with other collectors who have previously 
lent items for their exhibitions to get feedback of their experiences 
— positive or negative.

You will miss them while they are away, but remember the saying 
“Absence makes the heart grow fonder”. It is true; you will appreciate 
them more when they are returned after the exhibition is completed. 
And think of the thousands of people’s lives who were affected by 
viewing your collection. They may have been engaged, enchanted, 
excited or educated by it. Children may have had their young minds 
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opened or shaped by learning about something they were not aware 
of before. They may remember the exhibition forever. One of the big-
gest “paybacks” of loaning your collection is the number of lives it 
may have affected or changed! This author can testify of the rewards 
when talking with visitors to a museum who recall seeing a “really 
great exhibition a few years ago that really affected them” — and the 
exhibition was from your collection.

If you are hoping that you will be paid a fee for lending your treasures, 
forget it! Museums very rarely pay anything for borrowing from a 
collector. However, one thing you can count on is that they will ask 
you for a donation to help cover their expenses. Nevertheless, the ex-
perience of sharing your collection can be very rewarding, and if you 
are offered the chance, go for it.

Another way of sharing your collection is to write about it. �
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Write About Your Collection
What do collectors do when they get together? They talk and tell sto-
ries about their collecting experiences or tales about the one that got 
away. Or perhaps the biggest mistake they ever made. Or how they 
got started collecting, or their first major purchase, or their favorite 
item, and on and on! Most collectors enjoy talking with others who 
share their passion, and sharing stories and experiences is part of the 
social dialogue. 

As an experienced collector, you have many entertaining experi-
ences you could tell, and the stories would be interesting to others. 
Have you ever considered telling these stories for a larger audience 
by writing an article for a newsletter or magazine? All you need to do 
is convert your spoken stories into text. Many newsletters published 
by collectors’ organizations would be delighted to include them. 
Another option would be to write your many experiences as short 
stories and then combine them into a book. Collectors around the 
world would be eager to read your stories.

Perhaps you have recently completed a research project on your spe-
cialty that would be interesting to share. If your research has been ex-
tensive, it could be written as a scholarly book to improve the reference 
material on that subject. Who knows, it could even become the stan-
dard reference book on the subject and you could become a legend!

If you are particularly creative and imaginative, perhaps you could 
conjure a fictional story about your specialty, making it technically 
accurate by using your broad knowledge of the subject. It could be 
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written as a mystery, comedy, or romantic novel. Let your imagina-
tion soar with the eagles!

There is also the possibility of writing your own biography. At one 
time, a good friend suggested to this author that I write an auto-
biographical story about my 30 year history of collecting. When I  

decided to write the book (A Passionate Affair, Paperweight Press, 
Santa Cruz, CA, 2005), I found it was an interesting and enjoyable 
experience, and after it was published, the many favorable reviews 
from readers were rewarding. The result was that I became recognized 
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by collectors around the world — people with similar passions that I 
would not have ever met otherwise. This was surprising — some even 
sent personal notes with their thanks for the enjoyment they received 
by reading it. It left me feeling that I had created a lasting contribu-
tion to the collecting world. It also will leave my collecting history 
told in perpetuity!

If you are considering writing your story — congratulations! From 
this author’s experience, finding a publisher to invest their time and 
money will be difficult, but not impossible. It takes a lot of persis-
tence and rejection before you find the publisher with the niche you 
are seeking. Fortunately, with recent advances, there are many op-
tions to self publish. These options do not require large editions or 
large investments — self publishing may include a “print on demand” 
option, which is becoming a very popular option that many authors 
use to their advantage.

You will find that writing is a very rewarding experience, and one that 
will bring you recognition and respect among your peers. Give it seri-
ous consideration.

Just one last step to go! �
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Your Demise is Guaranteed
So what are you going to do about it?

We are all guaranteed that our time will come when we eventually 
pass into the “Happy Collecting Ground in the Sky”. Some have ar-
gued that the passion and interest developed in a collector may give 
them more vitality, resulting in a more interesting, and possibly a lon-
ger life. This may well be true, but the fact remains that the time for 
each of us to pass on will eventually come. The art of collecting does 
not cease just because your life will cease! You have one more impor-
tant task to complete.

When that time comes, what will become of your collection to which 
you have devoted so much time, passion, and resources? You need to 
sort out your options while you are alive and develop an exit plan. 
Your options are really simple; either sell the collection or give it 
away — which can be done either before or after your death — or a 
combination of them.
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It’s been said that timing is everything. Some have disposed of their 
collections prematurely, and then find they still have the collect-
ing “bug”. They then embark again on building another collection. 
But eventually, the disposition of that collection must be handled 
properly.

Even if the collector can’t live forever, their collection may, with 
proper planning. The treasured collection could be willed or given 
to a family member that shares the interest. Your collection could 
continue to be nurtured in their loving care. But this may not be as 
simple as it sounds, particularly if the family members are not as in-
terested in the collection as you thought! It may be that they would 
truthfully rather simply have the money. If this is the case, then you 
need to know. As the knowledgeable collector, you would have the 
experience to determine the best way to sell the collection for the 
best price. It’s a good idea to clarify this before the gift is made to a 
family member.

Some collectors would enjoy being recognized as a public benefactor 
while they are living, and the value of the collection may be a tax de-
ductable item. Those with particularly important collections may be 
able to donate them to a museum, where they could be exhibited in 
perpetuity and enjoyed by millions of visitors. In a perfect world, this 
is a simple solution, but in reality, it rarely happens. Unless the col-
lection includes truly world class items, many donated collections are 
frequently exhibited by the recipient organization for a brief time — 
and then, after the donor dies, the collection is removed from view, 
then stored in a basement, and eventually de-accessioned. This is not 
what the donor had in mind! The donor needs to have a clear agree-
ment and understanding of what will be done with their collection 
before the donation is made.

If a donor wants their collection to be exhibited, and remain intact in 
a museum, they need to be very careful. The collector needs to have 
a legally solid gift agreement specifying their wishes, which forbids 
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the collection being stored, broken up or sold. Under these restrictive 
terms, many museums will prefer simply to not accept the gift. Or, 
they may accept the terms of the agreement, and then renege after 
you are gone — especially if there are no family members to see that 
the agreement is enforced! This scenario, unfortunately, happens fre-
quently. The “simple solution” is not as simple as it appears.

Many collectors of rare objects feel strongly that they never really 
“own” them — they pay the price to become a caretaker, and to enjoy 
them for a few years before another caretaker becomes responsible 
for them. These collectors don’t want to risk their collection being 
donated and then stored in a box in a basement by an unappreciative 
recipient. The only solution for them is to sell the collection to other 
collectors, who then become the new “caretakers”. This may be the 
time to let those others, who admired your pieces in the past, have 
a chance to buy them. The experienced collector will know the best 
time and the best venue at which to sell the collection.

Another possible solution is for the collection to be willed or given to 
a favorite qualified tax exempt organization with the intent that it be 
sold by them for their benefit. Your collection will not remain intact, 
but its sale will further their programs that you support. The value of 
the gifted collection may be used as a deduction for your estate, and 
you are not taxed by the IRS. You have bypassed the death tax! When 
the qualified recipient organization sells the collection, there is also 
no Federal Income Tax liability to them because of their tax exempt 
status. You have at last succeeded in beating the income tax system! 

In some cases, if the donation is made to a qualified organization 
while the collector is alive, the value of the collection may provide a 
lifetime annuity for you or your beneficiaries.

Or, the collector could sell the collection while they are alive and 
then gift the proceeds, but income tax on the capital gains would 
have to be paid by you when it was sold, and there may be restrictions 
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on the amount that may be given to certain organizations. Although 
the collection will not stay intact, its value will continue to be used to 
advance the purpose you supported.

However, tax laws may change and special conditions may pertain. 
Therefore, collectors are urged to seek up-to-date advice from a qual-
ified tax advisor or attorney before any action is taken.

Most collectors should want to have the fate of their collection be 
determined before they die. The decisions made on your behalf by 
an unknowledgeable executor of your estate may be poor, and their 
choices may be abominable! You would be advised to do your home-
work and make your exit plan, before your demise. The disposition of 
your collection, to which you have devoted so much time, energy and 
money, is far too important not to complete this final task. 

With that, you will have completed your responsibility and the final 
step of the principles of the art of collecting. �
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The preceding chapters include many steps that collectors may take, 
and issues to be considered on their journey down the “Yellow Brick 
Road” of collecting. These should improve your collection and in-
crease your efficiency and enjoyment of the collecting process. They 
are all important, but like most things in life, some are more important 
than others are! In this section, a summary will highlight the “golden 
keys” — those steps and points that are considered the most important 
keys that unlock the treasure of understanding the art of collecting!

Passion: A collector without passion should be doing something 
else! Passion is what collecting is all about.

Goals: A collector needs to know what their destination is — 
otherwise your collecting may resemble the ball in a pinball machine 
— bouncing off one bumper after another, changing direction con-
stantly, before finally going down the gutter!

Plan: The importance of a planned approach to collecting is clear. 
You want to know where you are headed (your goal). A plan is a 
roadmap to lead you there. Yogi Berra might say, “If you don’t know 
where you’re going, you probably won’t get there!”

Sharpen your focus: The varieties and choices of items that 
may be collected are so great that collectors need to narrow their 
field of interest to focus on a specialty within that field that will be 
manageable.

Become an expert in your field: To be a successful col-
lector, you must know at least as much as the seller does!

        �pilogue 
      The Golden Keys
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Size vs. Quality: Many collectors begin with lofty goals of build-
ing a large collection, but your collection may actually be better if you 
reduce the number of items and increase the quality of the contents.

Value: Understand what constitutes value — condition, quality, 
rarity and provenance. Understand the importance of popularity (or 
fads) as it affects price — a factor that ebbs and swells with fashion 
through time. Remember that what is in fashion today will most like-
ly be out of fashion at sometime in the future!

Gut Instincts: Expect to find items that surprise and mystify 
you. When you do, carefully weigh the chances that it may be an ex-
ceptionally rare and valuable piece — then go with your gut instincts.

Patience: Collectors must learn patience in building their collec-
tion. Collecting is a journey, not a race.

Develop relationships with dealers: Dealers can 
help you find those special pieces that you have been looking for.

Don’t collect in a vacuum: You need knowledgeable friends 
to ask advice of and who will appreciate your collecting efforts.

Become a curator: Treat you collection with the respect it 
deserves by being a good curator. Keep a good inventory and display 
the collection in a safe and attractive way.

Share: Lend your collection to museums or libraries for exhibi-
tion, or try speaking about it to your local civic, church, or educa-
tional organizations. Or consider writing about your collection. You 
may be amazed at the enthusiastic response you receive.

The End: Make plans for the disposition of your collection after 
you are gone. Without  some direction, executors of estates can make  
terrible choices for you! Take charge and make your own decisions 
before you die. �appy �ollecting!
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�bout the �uthor
Art Elder has been a collector for over 70 years. For him, as for many 
of us, it all began with an assorted mix of boyhood treasures stored in 
an old cigar box. His serious collecting began when he and his wife 
lived in London from 1965 – 1976, where he developed and honed 
his collecting skills. Of the many collectible treasures there to choose 
from, Art collected several different genres before eventually settling 
on glass paperweights as his primary passion. 

He is now a recognized 
authority by the paper-
weight collecting com-
munity, and has authored 
several published books 
and magazine articles. He 
was also the co-curator of 
an important museum ex-
hibition of paperweights. 

Art believes the tenets for 
collecting are basically all 
the same — whether your 
passion is comic books, 
Civil War memorabilia,  
Chinese snuff bottles, exotic automobiles, or even Victorian erotica. 
Through the years, Art has met many collectors of a variety of genres. 
He is fascinated by what drives collectors and the collecting psyche.

He is presently a Director of the Pearl Fincher Museum of Fine Arts 
in the Houston suburb of Spring TX, where, as a docent, he enjoys 
the challenge of introducing a variety of fine arts to thousands of  
local school children.
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